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Abstract—This paper presents an implementation of an interactive catalogue system for car industry using tabletop display. Such an effort is a proof of concept showing that multi-touch techniques can be useful in car industry as users could directly manipulate the catalogue when viewed on the tabletop display. The work is motivated by the fact that manual car catalogues available during car purchasing activity and road show is less interactive and low in usability. The main objective of this work is to investigate whether having tabletop display will add value to users interaction which leads to influencing their decision making. The prototype system developed supports user collaboration, enabling more than one user to perform moving, resizing, zooming and rotating the car catalogue projected on the tabletop. Findings from a user testing indicate the usefulness of the multi-touch techniques in displaying interactive car catalogue system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CATALOGUE is a list or itemized display, as of titles, course offerings, or articles for exhibition or sale, usually including descriptive information or illustrations. It can be described as a book that contains organized information about products and illustrated with pictures. Catalogue helps customers in their decision making before purchasing an item [1], [2]. In terms of car catalogue system, the practice has been widely used on website and mail ordering but not common in multi-touch tabletop environment. Current online catalogues and other promotional tools induce low interactivity and usability [3], [4]. This is due to the online catalogue being static as the interaction depends mainly on mouse clicks. Smart devices such as smart phones used to display the catalogue could improve the interactivity [5] but the device is limited to single user interactions. Small screen display and images limitations create disadvantages to the smart phones. Such devices lack in supporting the presence of multiples images on the screen simultaneously. It consequently reduces the user experiences.

This paper addresses the issue of low interactivity, and unsupported multi-user interaction in car catalogue systems. The objective of this research is to investigate the extent in which a car catalogue system developed could improve users interaction and better decision making. This include developing, and testing a multi-touch hand gestural car catalogue system on a tabletop display that allows multiple users moving, resizing and rotating car images.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section is divided into two sub-sections. The first sub-section presents and discusses about design and implementation of multi-touch tabletop displays using different sensing techniques and approaches. The second sub-section describes the potential applications of tabletop displays in different domains. Most specifically, it focuses and discusses how tabletop can be useful for car catalogue applications in the domain of car industry.

A. Multi-touch Tabletop Displays

The capacitive [6], and Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)[7] sensing techniques are widely used to design and implement the multi-touch tabletop displays. Generally, tabletop displays are designed and constructed using the bottom-up and top-down approaches. Generally, the FTIR technique based systems are constructed using the bottom-up approach, in which, projector and cameras are deployed at rear side of tabletop screen. However, the capacitive technique based systems are implemented using the top-down approach, in which, the projector is mounted above the interactive tabletop surface [8]. Although, these designed approaches laid a foundation to construct the variety of systems in different shapes and sizes. At the same time, these approaches make the systems more bulky in nature due to inclusion of cameras, projectors and computers. It introduces the portability issue. It becomes very hard to shift the tabletop displays from one place to another [9], [10].

However, recent developments in touch sensor and display technologies have made it possible to design and implement the smarter multi-touch tabletop displays (e.g. Samsung SUR40). These systems support a shared workspace for multiple users to perform multi-touch interaction simultaneously [11], [12]. It is reported that affordance of multi-user multi-touch interaction enriches the concept of co-located collaboration around a tabletop display [12]. The tabletop systems provide a high visualization of 2D and 3D information displays [13], [14]. Users can select and manipulate the digital contents directly and in a natural way [15], [16]. There is no intermediate devices like keyboard and mouse between users and a system. It gives a natural feel to users while interacting with digital contents on tabletop displays [17].
Keeping in view of these potential benefits, tabletop displays are emerging rapidly and being researched in academia and industry for wide variety of purposes in different fields. The tabletop systems have also been commercialized in markets, but are still very expensive.

B. Tabletop Applications

The existing literature presents that tabletop can be used in homes [17], offices [18], and public places [19], [20]. The much research is undertaken in the education domain for collaborative learning [21], [22], [23], [24], health for monitoring and diagnosing medical image analysis [25], [20]. Tabletop displays have been used in the homes for entertainment and playing games [26], [27]. They have been used in museums [27], [28] and restaurants [29]. In addition, they have been used for geographical information systems, oil and gas [30], astronomy [31], video surveillance systems to monitor and visualize the 2D/3D information and also many other fields. It shows an obvious evidence that tabletop systems can be used extensively for a wide variety of applications for different purposes (e.g. discussions, meetings, brainstorming, decision making, and problem solving).

However, the variety of catalogue systems are designed and developed for different applications. It is observed that catalogue systems are very useful for marketing the products and service [1], [4], [5]. The availability of items or products in a systematic way on these systems assists customers to purchase the goods according to their needs. These systems also help in brainstorming and decision making process while customers intend to purchase the products. Generally, these systems are designed and experienced on the desktop, laptop and mobile computers. It is noticed that these systems lack in supporting the co-located multi-user multi-touch interaction due to unidirectional user interface design. The conventional input/output devices (e.g. keyboard and mouse) are being used as a better choice for users to manipulate the digital information.

Despite the potential support of direct and multi-user multi-touch interaction, tabletop displays have not been researched and experienced for the catalogue systems. It is questioned that to what extent multi-touch tabletop displays support for manipulation of car catalogue systems. How multi-touch tabletop displays influence usability and user experience while manipulation of the digital contents. With the importance of catalogue applications in mind, they can be designed for marketing and selling the variety of products and services. Hence, this paper attempts to design and develop a car catalogue application for multi-touch tabletop display as a proof of a concept.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methods taken in order to conduct an exploratory study for displaying a car catalogue systems and manipulate the digital contents. It is consists of three main phases i.e. rationale for building the said prototype; the design and development of the prototype, and usability testing.

A. Rationale for Prototype Development

In a normal practice, only selected cars will be physically displayed in the showroom for viewing. A customer who wishes to see other type of cars may have to be taken to the store by the dealer or to view a book catalogue that is static in nature. It limits in providing a number of alternatives to customers while making a solid choice and make a proper decision. Even, it is hard for seller to convince and market the product due to having limited number of options of products and their relative specifications. It creates a need to digitalize the catalogue systems and make them more interactive and useful.

B. Design and Development of Prototype

The data was primarily collected from car dealers and trainers through conducting interviews. It helps to know the problems they are facing, requirements, and conventional tools used for launching car promotions. This data collection is necessary before introducing them with touch technologies and tabletop displays for car catalogue systems. This pre-survey helps to collect the requirements and assess the user acceptance towards the multi-touch technologies. Based on user requirements, the prototype is designed and developed using the Flash cs5.5, action script 3.0 and WPF touch framework for the multi touch functionalities [32]. The TUIO library is an open source that is available at Natural User Interface (NUI) community group [33], [34]. The car catalogue prototype is developed and separated into pages according to gender. Each page provides an option that directs users to access the car catalogue systems. For example, the male user option at the page suggests them to access the car catalogue systems for different car choices. Similarly, the female option selection provides the intended buyers with a different set of choices. The development and calibration process undertaken follows the steps below.

- Coding on adding the multi-touch functionalities such as, zooming, dragging and rotating value on the car images
- Defining and developing multi-touch interaction style to manipulate with the car images using one finger to drag and two fingers to rotate and zoom
- Calibration of the tabletop hardware using the CCV 1.2 software to enable an accurate finger tracking and touch inputs
- Perform the linking of the application and hardware via the Udp-flashc software bridge

C. Usability Testing

The system developed could run on both tabletop display, and Samsung Tablet. Usability testing was carried out at visualization and interaction research laboratory, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. 30 respondents participated in the study. Most of them were university students, having enough experience in purchasing car from show rooms. Prior to using the system, the participants have been briefly introduced about the tabletop display technology, Samsung Tablet, and car catalogue system. It helps them to be familiar with the technology used. Finally, they were invited to use the car catalogue system on both devices. The first experiment involved
car catalogue system on Samsung Tablet while the second experiment was with multi-touch tabletop display. The order was reversed accordingly with the next test participant as not to be biased.

The user interaction with car catalogue system both on tablet and tabletop displays was also recorded to assess the system usability and user behaviour. A comparison was made for investigating the difference of user experience while interaction with both systems. This process helps to get user feedback about the car catalogue system developed. A post survey questionnaire was distributed to the test participants to collect their feedback. It helps to assess their experience interacting with the car catalogue system both on tabletop, and small displays.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the study findings and discusses the results.

A. Interview

There were two target group of users for interview which are the car dealers, and trainees. A series of questions was asked to both groups. The interview conducted was basically to identity the current promotion tools being used and their opinion on the idea of having a car catalogue system on multi-touch tabletop. Two main key points were extracted from the interviews findings.

- The technology of multi touch tabletop is new and is an exciting prospect to be implemented to display car catalogue system.
- A categorized catalogues according to gender preferences somehow will be helpful to the dealers in order to convince the customers and able to assists them in decision making.

A pre-survey questionnaire was also conducted to investigate the acceptance of user towards multi-touch technology. The information gathered from the pre survey signals the idea of implementing a categorized car catalogue system on tabletop to further enhance the promotion and display tool.

Figure 1 shows the participants opinions on whether they value first hand information. The pie chart results shows that 92.86 percent of the participants do value first hand information as very important before viewing the physical car. Before purchasing a product, information about the car must be gathered first. The information process must be interactive, providing greater user experiences such as enjoyable and user friendly environment which can be achieved by introducing car catalogue in tabletop compared than just using static fliers and book catalogue.

Figure 2 shows participants response on whether they prefer having a multi-touch car catalogue as compared to fliers or book catalogue. 87 percent of the participant shows positive response of yes, indicating their interest in multi-touch technology. This shows that current generation is valuing the evolution of technology and felt that this multi-touch technology seems to be interesting and exciting to use.

Figure 3 shows a basic process flow on user interaction between the application software and the related touch event input on the catalogues to be implemented in the system application.

In order to create a categorized catalogue system, the information pertaining to male and female gender preferences was gathered. A survey was distributed to investigate the gender differences in choosing car features. The result of the survey is shown in Figure 4. From the figure, it shows that there are four features being emphasized, i.e. safety, performance, handling and size. The findings reveal that the male participants have chosen performance and handling features higher than the female. The latter group has chosen safety, and size of car as the most important element. The male also looks for car with speed and performance driven features in mind. Even handling is a major concern for the male as they prefer to have good firm handling and stable even when driving the vehicle at higher speed.

The female group mostly took size and safety into consideration rather than the performance itself. For them, size
of the car does matter. Based on the findings from the questionnaire, for those in the age range of 20-30 the result indicate that they much favor small size car rather than big car such as SUV or truck. This is because for the female group small car suits their nature, comfortable and easy to handle. They have their utmost confidence in driving smaller cars. The findings form a basis to design the car selection choices based on gender preference.

B. Project Development

The project development is divided into two phases. The first phase involves developing a real working car catalogue display that is compatible in computer using adobe flash. The car catalogue has a homepage and three buttons which are exit, model and gallery. When users click on the model, it will directly go to the gender page (Figure 5). Now the user has to choose their gender and later they will be directed to the respective choices of car (Figure 5).

The second phase of the project development are the multi-touch coding where the TUIO action script for touch library downloaded from the NUI group was used. This library will add the multitouch functionalities to the car images such as value like zoom, drag and rotate. Thus, when the user touch on the exterior and interior design of the car, there will be a collection of images appearing that the users can manipulate and perform touch functions.

C. Tabletop Integration with Application

In order to enable touch input detected on the tabletop, integration needs to be done. The program needs to receive blob data and touch events created when our fingers touch on the screen surface. Udpl-fsahlc open source software found from the NUI group forum allows a client application to receive blob data and touch events (TUIO data) as it is built based on TUIO (Tangible User Interface) protocol. It needs a server to send TUIO data to the client application.

The NUI group author, in a guideline (2010) on CCV, states, in order to track fingers, CCV first needs to be configured. The main objective is to get a final perfect finger blob and tracked in the CCV coming from fingers with no background noise or false blobs. When a clear perfect finger tracked, later interacting with the application using fingers gestures will be easy and synchronize. In order to achieve the perfect image, several things need to be done as follows:

- Position the projector and camera align to screen
- Adjust the threshold, amplify and noise value on the CCV option for a clearer blob
- Adjust the camera configuration and exposure

After the configuration, CCV needs to be calibrated as well to detect the correct finger position. By performing calibration, when touching something displayed on screen, the touch is registered in the correct place as CCV translates camera space into screen space. (NUI group author, 2010, para. 1 on Calibration). CCV will guide users through the calibration process. Users just have to follow the instructions that appear on the screen and touch the individual calibration points.

D. Interaction Style with Car Images

In order to manipulate the images, the users have to use a suitable interaction style defined for specific purposes: Drag-To drag the images, only one finger needs to touch it until the blobs visible and then start dragging. Rotate-To rotate images, two fingers need to touch and perform an arch in opposite direction. Zoom-To zoom, two fingers needs to touch and wide spread the fingers to different direction.

E. Comparison of Testing Results

A comparative study was carried out to observe and investigate the users acceptance and feedback on this tabletop technology. The participants will have to use the application on android tablet and also on the tabletop to gather the comparative results for this different technology. The results were collected and the participants showing a positive feedback as interacting with the application on tabletop induces higher user experiences (see Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 6 shows that 47 percent of the participants felt enjoyable when interacting with the application while Figure 7 shows 33 percent of users ranked 5 which are most liked for the tabletop display.
Smaller and very costly for in-catalogue. Future work should include adding holographic for multi-touch in car catalogue with additional interactivity. The work presented demonstrates the needs intention was to provide possible customers with an interactive application that could be viewed on a tabletop display. The devices and tabletop display in terms of size, portability, cost, and nature of inputs based on the post-survey findings.


Fig. 7: Ranking on Enjoyable Experience

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has reported the development of a car catalogue application that could be viewed on a tabletop display. The intention was to provide possible customers with an interactive catalogue. The work presented demonstrates the needs for multi-touch in car catalogue with additional interactivity features especially on the multiple user manipulation and touch features such as rotating, resizing, and zooming on the catalogue. Future work should include adding holographic functionalities in the application to further enhance the usability and user experience. A larger scale market study may also needed to confirm the findings on gender preferences as reported in this work.
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